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Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a
very important proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which
requires the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to
Pennsylvania's environmental regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's
program exceeds federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that
states water quality must "exceed11 standards rather than what is contained in the
proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better
than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates the
stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify
for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource
waters as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much
broader in scope and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal
program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high
quality and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any
applicant with a pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate
municipalities, planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning
or subdivision and land development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants
included in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact
are welcomed. We also endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and
support the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these^ommeats. A
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Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
•«•::> ^hd95published%h-January'fr,!l99T ' ' '
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DearMr.^eif: - ' : ' ' . . , . , . . . . . . . . . • . , . , . . . . .-^-. '

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.-;

MHD/kv
cc: Trout Unlimited
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Mr. James M. Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Self:

Ed Nikles Custom Builder, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on
the Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality
antidegradation regulations. Our company has always been a strong proponent of
sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a small
company, we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to
enhance our quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be
used to unjustly limit or inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying
with environmental regulations has been tremendous. For many years our company
has been, and still is, very concerned about the current process the DEP uses to
designate streams for special protection. Whether a high quality or exceptional value
stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near that stream may be in
jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used
as a tool to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it
seems stream designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted
based more on politically driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific
fact. Remember, these DEP regulations concern water quality, not land use.
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered fora high quality or exceptional valuer status if:ieven one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Tpo often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. I believe the incorporation of these comments into the final regulations will provide
Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation program that will continue to
protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincere

Edward S. Nikles V

President
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93,
and 95 published on January 21,1997

DearMr.Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,



Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposidgnjo the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.
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To whom it may concern:

Please reject the DEP'S current anti-degradation proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Wilson Lee
305 Chestnut Ave
Swarthmore,Pa. 19081

J^^^usm
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EMPIRE ALUMINUM
CRANBERRY, PENNSYLVANIA 16319

(814) 676-5333

Mr. James M. Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Self:

The Empire Aluminum Company appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the
Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation
regulations. Our company has always been a strong proponent of sensible environmental
regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a small company, we are affected by
many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Empire Aluminum has been, and still is, very concerned about
the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a high
quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near that
stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.



Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP s current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. The Empire Aluminum Company believes the incorporation of these comments into
the final regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream
designation program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for
economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely* A
Robert Johnson, Owner
Empire Aluminum
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Please consider this letter to be mv protest against the PEP's irresponsible position on the protection of Pennsylvania's waters!

Gentleman:

The individuals operating as the state's representatives are still applying the dilatory tactics which have twice within memory resulted in
litigation which found the DEP at fault and the EPA forced to step in.

And now the new proposal is even worse!!

As an example:

HQ and EV need to stay as protected water uses, so that our streams will not be downgraded'

Contrary to Federal regs no weight is given to public lands in the selection process.

Another loophole allows discharges and degradation in EV waters!

There is no integration of wetland protection with antidegradation.

Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level. How long can they last under these conditions.

This proposal contains many, many items that are damaging to the environment. It should not be given any consideration in it's present
form - these regulations MUST be rejected!

I'm asking that you convey my feelings to the members of the board. Thank You.

Doi.1 C Tamnia *Paul E. Temple
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Environmental Quality Board

Mr. James Self, Chairmart'7 ;i. ".'•"./ •'.' ]-i
P.O. Box 8477

Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477 r;;: i

Dear Mr. Self:

I am writing in regard to the proposed rulemaking on

antidegradation as published in the March 22, 1997 Pennsylvania

Bulletin. There is insufficient antidegradation protection for

wetlands in this proposal.

The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this

protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ or EV

protection if the biological criteria to make a "surface water" HQ

or EV are based on streams?

It. is disappointing that the DEP did not take this opportunity

to write regulations so that our wetlands could begin to receive

antidegradation protection.

This regulation falls short in protecting one of our most

valuable resources - wetlands. It should be rejected by the Board.

Sincerely,

„ E_|_LLll.i7
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Dear Sir,

As a concerned -citizen and member of Trout Unlimited,
I would like to comriifent on PA*£ proposed antidegradation and
water quality standards which have been proposed. My primary
concern is that PA's proposed regulations will allow more
degradation of PA's waters than those of the EPA. The current
regulations are much more desirable than the proposed regula-

I believe that under definitions, the words "surface
water" should be replaced with "watersheds". I also do not
support deleting HQ and EV from the list of protected water
uses. This would remove EPA oversight.

I also believe that requiring a stream to pass both a
chemistry and a biology test to qualify as high quality is
less restrictive and does not meet federal requirements.
Under level of protection, I believe the word "discharges"
should be replaced with the word activities.

I also oppose the minimal impact discharge provision.
A discharge cannot maintain and protect water quality if it
uses up to 25% of the assimilative capacity of the water.

Also there should be no mechanism for local residents
or local governments to have a veto power over EV ..decisions.
The water in question is always the water of the Commonwealth
and not the sole domain of local residents and governing
bodies.

I believe that there are many weaknesses in the current
DEP proposal. We need consider only what is best for the
Commonwealth's residents and its resources. I believe these
proposed regulations need a complete overhaul. I will be
watching.

Thank you

nWIMNMBirAl 0UM11Y BOARD
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^ New Proposal Water Quality Rules

Gentlemen

Please consider this letter to be my protest against the subject

I anr not at all satisfied with the continued effort on the part of DEP
to avoid reasonable protection for Pennsylvania waters. The persons
operating as the state,s representatives are still applying the dilatory
tactics which have twice within memory resulted in litigation which found
the DEP at fault and the SPA forced to; step in.

And now the new propsal is for all intents and purposes Worse such as

HQ and EV need to stay as protected water uses, so that our best streams
will not be downgraded.

Contrary to Federal regs no weight is given to public lands in the selection
process.

Another loophole allows discharges and degradation in EV waters

There is no integration of wetlands protection with antidegradation

Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level. How long are
they expected to last under these conditions?

This proposal is loaded with items which are damaging to the environment.
It should not be given any credence in its present form. These regulations
should be rejected.

I am asking that my feelings be conveyed to the members of the Board.
Thank you.

Yours truly
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i I New; Proposal Water Quality Rules

Gentlemen

Please consider this letter to be my protest against the subject

I anr not at all satisfied with the continued effort on the part of DEP
to avoid reasonable protection for Pennsylvania waters. The persons
operating as the state,s representatives are still applying the dilatory
tactics which have twice within memory resulted in litigation which found
the DEP at fault and the EPA forced to: step in.

And now the new propsal is for all intents and purposes Worse such as

HQ and EV need to stay as protected water uses, so that our best streams
will not be downgraded•

Contrary to Federal regs no weight is given to public lands in the selection
process.

Another loophole allows discharges and degradation in EV waters

There is no integration of wetlands protection with antidegradation

Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level. How long are
they expected to last under these conditions?

This proposal is loaded with items which are damaging to the environment.
It should not be given any credence in its present form. These regulations
should be rejected.

I am asking that my feelings be conveyed to the members of the Board.
Thank you.

urs truly
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21,1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,

^ tfl-^f
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Dear Chairman Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation regulations. The Franklin County
Home Builders Association represents builder, remodeler and associate member firms and
employees. The housing industry has always been a strong proponent of sensible environmental
regulations that protect the public health and safety. As home builders, we have a responsibility
to provide safe and affordable homes and to develop land in an environmentally sound manner.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. For many years the Franklin County Builders Association has been, and still is,
very concerned about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special
protection. Whether a high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability
of a project located near that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.

"X Home for Every American Family"



Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream based on "generally better than water quality" for designating a high quality stream. This
is not appropriate nor consistent with the federal language. A stream should never be considered
for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of its water quality parameters is above
the determined standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an anti-degradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be placed
at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges to
exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the consideration
of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which result in no
adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade are
never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in front
of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never fully
made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department should include all potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the
stream's evaluation. This will help the DEP to eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a
complete picture of the stream, including present and planned growth and economic development
in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments of this very important regulatory proposal
The Franklin County Builders Association believes the incorporation of these comments into the
final regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation
program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth
in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

r
ie Silver

r Executive Director
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FORTNEY'S CONSTRUCTION
8784 ANTRIM CHURCH ROAD

GREENCASTLE, PENNSYLVANIA 17225
(717) 597-2738
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Mr. James M. Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

Fortney's Construction Company appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the
Department of Environmental Protection's (E)EP) proposed water quality antidegradation
regulations. Our company has always been a strong proponent of sensible environmental
regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a small company, we are affected by
many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Fortney's Construction has been, and still is, very concerned
about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a
high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near
that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination; This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. The Fortney Construction Company believes the incorporation of these comments into
the final regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream
designation program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for
economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Irvin J. Fortney, Owner
Fortney's Construction
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Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P. O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir:

This letter is in reference to the antidegradation regulation proposal in the March
22, 1997, Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowance of general NPDES permits in our High Quality streams.
Oil and gas discharges have already done plenty of damage in the northwest part of
the state, and now you want to allow their discharges in HQ. streams. General permits
are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of knowing how much
degradation is taking place in any one watershed-until it was too late. The proposed
rules will significantly weaken existing protection for both High duality and
Exceptional Value streams.

I am also very disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in their
antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given H(%or EV protection if the criteria
to make a "surface water11 HQor EV are based on streams?

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend them and much bad. The
proposed regulation should be rejected by the Board.

Sincerely yours,

o £@ dfi g g
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Members of the Environmental Quality Board:

Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal! If adopted, the
proposed regulations would lower water quality in Pennsylvania.

We need standards that protect our waterways from degradation. New
regulations must provide for no new discharges into EV streams, return to the
current standard for selecting HQ streams, and provide interim existing use
protection while any proposal to reclassify a stream is reviewed.

Please do your part

ni
it

ut to protect our waterways.

(Name)

JAddress)

JTown/Zip)

Members of the ErMronmemal Quality Board:

Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal! If adopted, the
proposed regulations would lower water quality in Pennsylvania.

We need standards that protect our waterways from degradation. New
regulations must provide for.no new discharges into EV streams, return to the
current standard for selecting HQ streams, and provide interim existing use
protection while any proposal to reclassify a stream is reviewed.

Please do your part to protect our waterways. ^

__(Name)

JAddress)

(Town/Zip)

Members of the Environmental Quality Board:

Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal!
proposed regulations would lower water quality in Pennsylvania

We need standards that protect our waterways from degradation,
regulations must provide for no new discharges into EV streams
current standard for selecting HQ streams, and provide interim c
protection while any proposal to reclassify a stream is reviewed.

Please do your part to protect our waterways.

4 1^9 SW Clrppv^A - (Address)
JTown/Zip)

Members of the Environmental Quality Board:

Please reject thcDEP's current anti-degradation proposal! If adopted, the
proposed regulations would lower water quality in Pennsylvania.

We need standards that protect our waterways from degradation. New
regulations must provide for no new discharges into EV streams, return to the
current standard for selecting HQ streams, and provide interim existing use
protection while any proposal to reclassify a stream is reviewed.

Please do your part to protect our waterways.

A Vila \AovS _(Name)

5X n ^>\TM/VjvJ 3>^ (Address)

pVli-P^' ?A \°\\^ down/Zip)
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Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir:

This letter is in reference to the antidegradation regulation proposal in the March
22, 1997, Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowance of general NPDES permits in our High Qjnality streams.
Oil and gas discharges have already done plenty of damage in the northwest part of
the state, and now you want to allow their discharges in HQ, streams. General permits
are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of knowing how much
degradation is taking place in any one watershed-until it was too late. The proposed
rules will significantly weaken existing protection for both High Quality and
Exceptional Value streams.

I am also very disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in their
antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ^or EV protection if the criteria
to make a "surface water" HQ,or EV are based on streams?

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend them and much bad.
proposed regulation should be rejected by the Board.

Sincerely yours,

The

C<^&L



Mr. James Seif
Chairman . ,_ , ... ,, _ :

Environmental Quality Board -•<«•••- *
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477 ' ? ' - ' - - ; \tti0$SS2*~*00^ ORIGINAL; #1799
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477 ' ymj^^^ coms. NONE
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,

/ ^ & ^ / /# /̂ 6̂ r3̂ A'
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Dear Sir,

As a concerned citizen and member of Trout Unlimited,
I would like to comment on PA's proposed antidegradation and
water quality standards which have been proposed. My primary
concern is that PA's proposed regulations will allow more
degradation of PA's waters than those of the EPA. The current
regulations are much more desirable than the proposed regula-

I believe that under definitions, the words "surface
water" should be replaced with "watersheds". I also do not
support deleting HQ and EV from the list of protected water
uses. This would remove EPA oversight.

I also believe that requiring a stream to pass both a
chemistry and a biology test to qualify as high quality is
less restrictive and does not meet federal requirements.
Under level of protection, I believe the word "discharges"
should be replaced with the word activities.

I also oppose the minimal impact discharge provision.
A discharge cannot maintain and protect water quality if it
uses up to 25% of the assimilative capacity of the water.

Also there should be no mechanism for local residents
or local governments to have a veto power over EV ..decisions.
The water in question is always the water of the Commonwealth
and not the sole domain of local residents and governing
bodies.

I believe that there are many weaknesses in the current
DEP proposal. We need consider only what is best for the
Commonwealth's residents and its resources. I believe these
proposed regulations need a complete overhaul. I will be
watching.

Thank you

8 WWL_
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Gary Heller
266 Foulkrod Blvd.
King of Prussia PA 19406

To Whom It May Concern,

I'm very concerned about our state's
water quality and would like to ask that you,
the EQB, reject the DEP's current anti-
degradation proposal. The standards of the
EPA are simple and much better for every-
one. I thank you for any positive effort in
this direction and would like to know what
steps are being planned or have already been
taken.

Sincerely,

Gary Heller
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H. DUANE KINZER
463 EAST BALTIMORE STREET, GREENCASTLE, PENNSYLVANIA 17225
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Mr. James M. Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Self:

I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. I have always been a
strong proponent of sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety.
As the president of a small company, I am affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and
regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years I have been, and still am, very concerned about the current
process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a high quality or
exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near that stream
may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of my comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

I support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. I also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

My second major area of concern is the DEP s current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. I recommend
the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, I believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

My final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. I believe the incorporation of these comments into the final regulations will provide
Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation program that will continue to
protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth in Pennsylvania.



Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Garloiv Building
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,

w
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Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Hawlev PA 18428
(717)253-4849
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Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important
proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than
what is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of
"generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates
the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a
high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as
contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and
includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions
and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval
within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in
this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also
endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this
practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,
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Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477
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Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very
important proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which
requires the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's
environmental regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal
standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that states water quality must
"exceed" standards rather than what is contained in the proposal as "generally better than"
standards. This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by
the department. If data indicates the stream does not meet even one water quality
standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource water
as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in
scope and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality
and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be to any applicant with a
pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land
development approval within the last five years.



We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants
included in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are
welcomed. We also endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and
support the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

(UU\ AA^M^

John Grosz
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Dear Chairman Seif:

Granor Price Homes appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. Our
company employs 40 persons. We have built homes in the Montgomery, Bucks, Lehigh, and
Chester County area. Our company has always been a strong proponent of sensible
environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a small company, we are
affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Granor Price Homes has been, and still is, very concerned
about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a
high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near
that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.

Granor Price Office Center • 721 Dresner Road • Horsham, PA 19044
TEL: (215) 830-1100 »FAX: (215) 830-8599



Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
folly made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. Granor Price Homes believes the incorporation of these comments into the final
regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation
program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth
in Pennsylvania.

Sincere!

Stuart E. Price
^
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Mr. James M. Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. My company employs
several persons in the Waynesboro area. Our company has always been a strong proponent of
sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a small company,
we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years I have been, and still am, very concerned about the current
process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a high quality or
exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near that stream
may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific f» l|7TT,i IIJUHIUH, lin ^DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use. |Q J s @ ft D W f? ITV
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of my comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

I support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. I also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

My second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. I recommend
the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, I believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

My final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. I believe the incorporation of these comments into the final regulations will provide
Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation program that will continue to
protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Baumgardner
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Dear EQB Administrators,

Pennsylvania, as a Republican state, is far too liberal in its policies for the
environment. Water is a natural resource which is a key to life. Water has been abused
far too long by the world at large. We must begin to hold all accountable for their
negligence to the abuse of this vast resource. Gross negligence should no longer be the
policies protecting big business and industrialized corporations. Their profits shall
eventually lead to our demise. The standards and qualities for water must be met. To
allow these standards to be liberal in anyway shape or form can only create more problems
in the end. We need to make our water safe for us as well as our children as we near the
twenty-first century.

Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.

Sincerely

Political Scientist

Susan M. Votta
^Marine Biologist
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Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201-8070

Mr. James M. Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

Gayman Construction Company, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the
Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation
regulations. Our company employs persons in the Chambersburg area. Our company has always
been a strong proponent of sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and
safety. As a small company, we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Gayman Construction Company, Inc. has been, and still is,
very concerned about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special
protection. Whether a high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability
of a project located near that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.



Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an anti-degradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. Gayman Construction Company, Inc. believes the incorporation of these comments into
the final regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream
designation program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for
economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

^ M x £ L * ^
Martin Gayman
President
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I oppose the antidegradation proposal published in the March 22,
1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin. There are several bad provisions which
are addressed in my following comments.

General Provisions:

DEP proposes to get rid of High Quality and Exceptional Value
as "protected water uses." This will remove the redesignation of
streams from EPA oversight. Once our streams are designated for
greater protection, they should stay that way. Under the
.proposal,- polluters could damage them, then .claim. Jbhat•„ they don't
meet the standards, and then ask for a roll back. The proposal
intends to make receiving the HQ or EV designations much tougher.
Dischargers will petition DEP to re-assess these streams with the
new standards. With this proposal, DEP will help polluters to
roll back protection on our best streams.

Also, DEP only plans on extending antidegradation protection
in HQ and EV watersheds when considering "discharges." Proper
antidegradation protection would require that DEP consider all
activities, not just discharges.

I am also disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in
their antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into
place by EPA, gives this protection to wetlands. How can
wetlands be given HQ or EV protection if the criteria to
designate a "surface water" HQ or EV are based on streams, lakes
and -rivers? DEP needs to integrate -wetland -"protection andT -:

antidegradation.^;^ . ;,i :VJ ;•/: :- f ::;^ ̂ v.:;c:- -s. •,:: :: r:

I-see ?where DEP has recently settled a lawsurt'^^ahd-pTans^to"-"

"assess" the one-half of our streams that are currently



"unassessed.. '\ Even with DEP's "best efforts," that is estimated
to take 10 ydars. The proposal does not address the 29,000
miles of unassessed streams. DEP plans on continuing only basic
protection for these streams. DEP should instead protect these
unassessed streams at a Tier 2 level, unless a permit applicant
can demonstrate otherwise. The public's resources should get the
benefit of the doubt.

Currently DEP designates "watersheds" as HQ or EV. The
proposal makes it easier to ignore, springs, seeps, wetlands and
tributaries, because HQ and EV are defined as "surface waters"
rather than "watersheds." While seeps, springs, and wetlands are
in the .definition of surface waters, DEP also has no mechanism
for these other surface waters (springs, seeps, and wetlands) to
pass the biological test needed for an HQ or EV designation.

Tier 1 -(Existing Uses)

The proposal-tinkers-with the current .regulation-protecting .......

the "existing uses" of our -waters.; Right, now, ..we .have language ...
protecting existing uses because DEP failed to include such
language, and EPA was ordered to write a regulation by a Federal
judge. At last we have protection that the Clean Water Act
intended. Unfortunately, the proposal says that the existing use
will be protected only after DEP evaluates the technical data.
Until then, DEP is under no obligation to protect the existing
uses. With DEP's misguided "money back guarantee," DEP will not
have time to evaluate "existing uses" and will simply not do so.
Under the regulation, the protection is qualified, so the
regulation will not be violated.

DEP only plans on protecting endangered species from
discharges. Endangered species-merit^protection from any -
activity that 'will^eliminate:them.- Existing-use protection ,
applies to activities, not just dischargesV>Endangeredxspecies
habitat needs to be protected also, : ̂  : .--•.. ..:. •



Tier 2 (High Quality)

The new rules make it more difficult .for streams to receive an :
HQ designation. DEP wants only to give the HQ designation to
streams that pass a chemistry and biology test. EPA considers
only a water chemistry test. How will wetlands, seeps, and
springs be assessed when the methods were designed for streams?

DEP now proposes to allow "general NPDES permits" in HQ
streams. These are not tracked by DEP, and will allow
degradation of these waters without any type of social or
economic justification. This is not permitted by the current
regulation.

DEP also plans on allowing the first 25% of the stream to be
degraded without any social or economic justification. This has
no basis in federal regulation. One of the points of High
Quality is .to-ensure that the degradation has a good reason, .and.
that the public interest is served. DEP included social or
economic-justification .language.that mentions the public
interest, but then exempted many dischargers from it.

Also, the language mentioning non-point source pollution is

weaker than the current language for HQ streams. Our good

streams are under pressure from developments and agriculture, so

strong non-point source language is essential.

Tier 3 (Exceptional Value)

The definition of"Exceptional Value" streams still mentions
State Parks, Forests, Game Lands and other public lands, but the
"selection criteria" in the proposed Chapter 15 does not consider
public lands in any way. The old "Special Protection Waters
Implementation Handbook" considered all these things and.more.
It is vastly superior ;than the present proposal. Currently,, we .
are under:Federal regulations that,consider, many.streams on .
public lands to be "Outstanding National Resource Waters.". Why
are we giving our best streams less consideration than before?



EPA believes that DEP's EV program does not "protect and
maintain" water quality. DEP should close the major loophole
that allows water quality degradation, but calls it "no
measurable change." It is hocus-pocus.

As far as "public participation" in EV waters is concerned,
the guidance should be set up and the streams given the
designation if they merit it. We don't need polluters and
profiteers wanting to degrade our streams having a "veto" power
over protecting our best streams.

Summary:

This regulation should be rejected or re-written so that it is as
good as the old DER's regulations and guidance, but incorporates
the minimum Federal features that we have now. The EQB should
reject this regulation.

Sincerely,

^ y X^t, ^ 7
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HESS HOME BUILDERS
15 MEADOW LANE

P.; !: g LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 569-5761

Mr. James M.Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

The Hess Home Builders appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. Our
company employs 35 persons in the Lancaster area. Our company has always been a strong
proponent of sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a
small company, we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Hess Home Builders has been, and still is, very concerned
about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a
high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near
that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. Hess Home Builders believes the incorporation of these comments into the final
regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation
program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth
in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Earl K. Hess, President
Hess Home Builders
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Chairman
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16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,
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Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir:

This letter is in reference to the antidegradation regulation proposal in the March
22, 1997, Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowance of general NPDES permits in our High Qjiality streams.
Oil and gas discharges have already done plenty of damage in the northwest part of
the state, and now you want to allow their discharges in HQ, streams. General permits
are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of knowing how much
degradation is taking place in any one watershed-until it was too late. The proposed
rules will significantly weaken existing protection for both High Quality and
Exceptional Value streams.

I am also very disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in their
antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ or EV protection if the criteria
to make a "surface water" HQor EV are based on streams?

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend them and much bad. The
proposed regulation should be rejected by the Board.

Sincerely yours,
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J & S Custom Homes
38 Lefehiftbftdfp.p: Box'814 Tannersville, PA 18372 (717)629-5514

Mr. James M. Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

J & S Custom Homes appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation regulations. Our
company employs 5 persons in the Pocono area. Our company has always been a strong
proponent of sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a
small company, we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years J & S Custom Homes has been, and still is, very concerned
about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a
high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near
that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.



Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an anti-degradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated qs exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would--never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



proposal. J & S Custom Homes believes the incorporation of these comments into the final
regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation
program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth
in Pennsylvania.
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Chairman ,
Environmental Quality Board
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Dear Chairman Seif:

Howard Construction Company, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the
Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation
regulations. Our company employs 8 persons in the Allentown area. Our company has always
been a strong proponent of sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and
safety. As a small company, we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Howard Construction Company, Inc. has been, and still is,
very concerned about the current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special
protection. Whether a high quality or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability
of a project located near that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.



Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an anti-degradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. Howard Construction Company, Inc. believes the incorporation of these comments into
the final regulations will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream
designation program that will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for
economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

John Howard
President
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717-296-7210
302 East Harford Street, P.O. Box 276

Milford, Pennsylvania 18337

Fax: 717-296-5682
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Mr. James ML Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

Hogan Homes appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation regulations. Our
company employs 62 persons in the Northeast Pennsylvania area. Our company has always been
a strong proponent of sensible environmental regulations that protect the public health and safety.
As a mid size company, we are affected by many of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. For many years Hogan Homes has been, and still is, very concerned about the
current process the DEP uses to designate streams for special protection. Whether a high quality
or exceptional value stream designation is made, the viability of a project located near that stream
may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of our comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

We support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. We also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an anti-degradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP s current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. We
recommend the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the
federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, we believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

Our final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition, these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of these comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. Hogan Homes believes the incorporation of these comments into the final regulations
will provide Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation program that
will continue to protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth in
Pennsylvania.

Sincerely,

Ben Hogan /
Vice President of Operations
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Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board; > ;
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,
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Chairman »
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir:

This letter is in reference to the antidegradation regulation proposal in the March
22, 1997, Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowance of general NPDES permits in our High Quality streams.
Oil and gas discharges have already done plenty of damage in the northwest part of
the state, and now you want to allow their discharges in HQ. streams. General permits
are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of knowing how much
degradation is taking place in any one watershed—until it was too late. The proposed
rules will significantly weaken existing protection for both High Quality and
Exceptional Value streams.

I am also very disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in their
antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ.or EV protection if the criteria
to make a "surface water11 HQ,or EV are based on streams?

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend them and much bad.
proposed regulation should be rejected by the Board,

The

Sincerely yours,
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Jeremiah J. Jones
255 Pleasant Valley RD

King of Prussia, PA. 19406
April 24,1997

Environmental Quality Board

FOB 8465
Harrisburg, PA. 17105

Subject:
New Proposal/Water Quality Rules

Gentlemen:

Please consider this letter to be my protest against the subject!

I am not at all satisfied with the continued effort on the part of DEP to avoid reasonable
protection for Pennsylvania waters. The persons operating as the state's representatives
are still applying the dilatory tactics which twice within memory resulted in litigation
which found the DEP at fault and the EPA forced to step in.

And now the new proposal is, for all intents and purposes, worse! Such as:

HQ and EV need to stay as protected water uses, so that our best streams will not
be downgraded;

Contrary to federal regs no weight is given to public lands in the selection
process;

Another loophole-allows discharges and degradation in EV waters;

There is no interrogation of wetlands protection with antidegradation;

Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level. How long are they
expected to last under these conditions?

This proposal is loaded with items which are damaging to the environment. It should not
be given any credence,in its present form-these regulations should be rejected!

I am asking that my feelings be conveyed to the members of the board. Thank you.

Yours truly,
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Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania, The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries die threatened from a variety of sources* including coal mining and its after
sffects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

SinceKlyCZL^u^ S\T^ /ftAce
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J. E. Grieshober Plumbing - Hydronics (pER j ^
857 Ruth Avenue
Erie, PA 16509

Mr. James M. Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Chairman Seif:

I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. My company is located
in the Erie area. My company has always been a strong proponent of sensible environmental
regulations that protect the public health and safety. As a small business, I am affected by many
of Pennsylvania's laws and regulations.

Reasonable environmental regulations and water quality protection are essential to enhance our
quality of life. There are instances, however, when regulations can be used to unjustly limit or
inhibit growth. Increasingly, the time and cost with complying with environmental regulations has
been tremendous. I am very concerned about the current process the DEP uses to designate
streams for special protection. Whether a high quality or exceptional value stream designation is
made, the viability of a project located near that stream may be in jeopardy.

Pennsylvania's current stream designation process is, in ever increasing numbers, used as a tool
to halt future economic growth and development in particular areas. Often, it seems stream
designation upgrades to exceptional value status have been granted based more on politically
driven anti-growth sentiment rather than based on scientific fact. Remember, these DEP
regulations concern water quality, not land use.
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Several provisions of the existing regulations need revised to provide more reasonable water
quality regulations. The three areas of my comments deal with high quality stream designations,
exceptional value stream designations and public participation.

First, when DEP assesses a stream, only those streams that have water quality better than
standards should be eligible for special protection status. Currently, the Department evaluates a
stream for a high quality or exceptional value designation using a "generally better than water
quality" determination. This is not appropriate nor consistent with the existing federal language.
A stream should never be considered for a high quality or exceptional value status if even one of
its water quality parameters is above the existing standard.

I support a "de minimis" permit threshold where a social and economic justification is not
required. I also recommend that the Department revise its regulations to allow for the use of
general permits on high quality and exceptional value streams. Discharges associated with these
permits are minimal and permit applicants should not be burdened with applying for an individual
permit for these types of projects.

Also, because of the many implications an antidegradation designation will have on a community,
the DEP must base its designations on more than just one grab sample. The DEP must have
enough actual, sound scientific background water quality data before an accurate evaluation can
occur and a stream designation can be made.

Our second major area of concern is the DEP's current exceptional value streams designation
process. The section of the regulations concerning the designation of streams as exceptional
value has been abused recently. Too often streams have been redesignated as exceptional value,
when in reality they may have only qualified as high quality. In other words, certain streams
designated as exceptional value under Pennsylvania's program would never meet the criteria of a
federal Tier Three stream designation. In particular, Pennsylvania's EV program is broader than
the federal program as it considers outstanding regional and local resource waters. I recommend
the DEP's exceptional value program be revised to be no more stringent than the federal program.

Designation of exceptional value streams should be based solely on the stream's uniqueness to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania or the nation. Some states have not yet designated a single
stream in their state as exceptional value due to the adverse economic impact this designation
carries with it.



One of the key positions of Governor Ridge's administration is that no state-run program should
be more stringent than required by federal law. Also, a greater balance needs to be established
between the environmental and economic interests of the state. Pennsylvania should not be
placed at an economic disadvantage in comparison to other states' water quality programs.

An associated concern with the federal tier three program is the Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) interpretation of the federal requirements regarding discharges to exceptional
value streams. Despite the EPA's insistence that the DEP prohibit new or expanded discharges
to exceptional value streams, I believe that current EPA and DEP rules allow for the
consideration of such discharges. With the use of sound technical practices, discharges which
result in no adverse measurable change to long term water quality should be allowed.

My final comments focus on the need for improved public participation in the entire special
protection stream designation process. Public participation must start during the assessment of
the stream.

The Department must ensure increased public participation at the early stages of the stream
redesignation process, whether the assessment is initiated by the Department or by a petition.
Under the present DEP policy, The Department publishes a notice of acceptance of a petition in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, however not everyone subscribes to this publication. Many parties,
including landowners and homeowners, which may be adversely affected by a stream upgrade
are never made aware of the petition until perhaps a proposed regulatory package is already in
front of the Environmental Quality Board for consideration. In addition these parties are never
fully made aware of the impacts a redesignation can have on their activities in the area.

The Department must notify potentially affected parties in the preliminary stages of the stream's
evaluation. This includes notice by first class mail to any applicant with a pending discharge
permit application, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received Act 247 or Act 537 planning or subdivision
and land development planning approval within the previous 5 years. This will help the DEP to
eliminate potential oversights and to obtain a complete picture of the stream, including present
and planned growth and economic development in the area.

The Department should be required to consider the social and economic impacts associated with
any of its high quality and exceptional value designations during the assessment process. This
information should be made available to the public.



Thank you for your consideration of my comments regarding this very important regulatory
proposal. I believe the incorporation of these comments into the final regulations will provide
Pennsylvania with a more balanced water quality stream designation program that will continue to
protect our valuable resource and also allow for economic growth in Pennsylvania.

Sincerel
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Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P. O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir:

This letter is in reference to the antidegradation regulation proposal in the March
22, 1997, Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowance of general NPDES permits in our High Quality streams.
Oil and gas discharges have already done plenty of damage in the northwest part of
the state, and now you want to allow their discharges in HQ. streams. General permits
are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of knowing how much
degradation is taking place in any one watershed-until it was too late. The proposed
rules will significantly weaken existing protection for both High duality and
Exceptional Value streams.

I am also very disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in their
antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ, or EV protection if the criteria
to make a "surface water" Hdor EV are based on streams?

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend them and much bad. The
proposed regulation should be rejected by the Board.

Sincerely yours,

1
U U 0 » d

MAY n 1997
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Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P. O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sin

This letter is in reference to the antidegradation regulation proposal in the March
22, 1997, Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowance of general NPDES permits in our High Quality streams.
Oil and gas discharges have already done plenty of damage in the northwest part of
the state, and now you want to allow their discharges in HQ, streams. General permits
are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of knowing how much
degradation is taking place in any one watershed—until it was too late. The proposed
rules will significantly weaken existing protection for both High duality and
Exceptional Value streams.

I am also very disappointed that DEP did not mention wetlands in their
antidegradation proposal. The current regulation, put into place by EPA, gives this
protection to wetlands. How can wetlands be given HQ.or EV protection if the criteria
to make a "surface water" HQ_or EV are based on streams?

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend them and much bad.
proposed regulation should be rejected by the Board.

The

Sincerely yours,

l/OLACryv-;
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310 Dartmouth Ave
Swarthmore, PA 19081-1503
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610-544-8104

Environmental Quality Board
DEP
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Email: iudith.afaulk@iuno.com

Dear Board Members:

I urge you to reject the DEP's current water anti-degradation proposal. This proposal will only further
jeopardize the waters of the state, and this will not benefit human tax paying citizens nor flora and
fauna. We will ail be better served by the adoption of the simpler and better standards of the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.

Please think about the future of the magnificent waterways and underground water resources. Vote to
make and keep them clean.

I would appreciate a response to this letter.

Respectfully,

Judith Faulkner
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Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board S i ; i
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
Hanisburg, PA 17105-8477 L -

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997

Dear Mr. Seif:

I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed new antidegradation
regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the protections that exist under the
current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and does not ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutely aware of the ecological damage
that can be done by any degradation of water quality. Pennsylvania is home to many
outstanding trout streams that attract anglers from all over the world. These waters and
their fisheries are threatened from a variety of sources, including coal mining and its after
effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial pollution. These sources
are so pervasive and diverse that unless we make protecting high water quality a top
priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is
vastly preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

Sincerely,
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JOHN J. SCHNEIDER, ESQUIRE
104 W. HIGH STREET
Mil ford, Pennsylvania 18337
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Mr. James Seif \- i a •.
Chairman
Environmental Quality Bdafd
P.O. Box 8477 r '
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

UjjjLlI
MAY I 9 1997
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important
proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than
what is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of
"generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates
the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a
high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as
contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and
includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions
and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval
within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in
this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also
endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this
practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.
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